
Questionnaires for foreigners on the Internet  
Q1.Where do you live now? 
 
Q2.How old are you? 
 
Q3.Have you ever been to Japan before? 
・Yes  
・No  
 
Q4.Choose your image or impression of Japanese climate in summer 
About humidity  
・humid  
・comfortable  
・dry  
 
About temperature  
・too hot 
・comfortable  
・too cold  
 
Q5.Do you get enough Information on the climate or weather in Japan before you came to 
Japan? 
Enough 1 2 3 4 5 Not enough  
 
Q6.Do you think you can get the appropriate information on the climate or weather in Japan? 
Enough 1 2 3 4 5 Not enough  
 
Q7.If you have had any experience of the inconvenience (convenience) of getting the 
Information on the climate or weather in Japan, write specific examples, experience, or 
demands here. 
 
 
Q8.In your country, which unit is used,Celsius degree(℃) or Fahrenheit degree(°F)? 
・℃ 
・℉ 
 



Q9.Can you convert degrees Celsius to Fahrenheit , or Fahrenheit to Celsius? 
・Yes  
・No 
 
Q10.Instead of the units of Celsius and Fahrenheit, which of the following ideas do you think 
is the best? 
・Illustration or Icon 
・Color Gradation 
・Regional Climate Analogue (RCA)*  
*To describe the local climate condition that you want to know by the description of that in 
your own country.(e.g. If you live in Japan and want to know about the climate condition in 
summer in Madhu, Sri Lanka, RCA gives you the description like “the climate there is as humid 
as that in Tokyo, Japan.”) 
 
Q11.What temperature do you feel hot at (℃) ? 
・14 or below 
・from 15 to 19 
・from 20 to24 
・from 25 to29 
・from 30 to 34 
・35 and above 
 
Q12.If you have any comments about Heat Stroke, please tell us. 
 
Q13.If you come to 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games how much will you be worried about Japan's 
temperature ? 
Very much 1 2 3 4 5 Not at all  

 


